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Ex 2 The simplest divide and conquer
algorithm is called binary search

I'm thinking of a between 1 and 100
You have 7 guesses and after each guess
I'll tell you higher or lower

1 50 lower



2 25 lower
3 10 higher 11 24
4 16 lower 11 12,13 14,15
5 13 higher
6 14 higher
7 15

It's always possible to win in 7 guesses
26 642100 27 128 7 100

1 1000 how many guesses 10 210 1024
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these are the same m O notation
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This is how python answers if you ask
if something is in a set of if you



look
up a value in a dictionary

Items in sets must be hashable
immutable

Python keeps a sorted list of the hashes
of elements in your set

When you ask if something is in the
set it does a binary search on

the list of hashes

2 E 12,33 Le 1 2,33
Ocn O login

Ext Counting Inversions medium

Consider a list of distinct s

3 19 7 2 1 6 0 40

An inversion is a pair of entries
Li Li intense where is j but Li Lj



an out of order pair
EI 13,6 is not an inversion

3,27 is

This list has 5 6 1 3 2 2 1 20 inversions

Gal Compute the of inversions on a list
with n elements

ObviousAlgoritha check all pairs one by one
O n

Dividetconquer

L
31922 16,0101

recursively count inversions recursively count inversion

4 inv 5 inv

We are successfully counting 9 inv within
the individual halves but missing the 11

with one entry in one half and are in

the other



One way to do this that doesn't
help is to loop over all blue red

pairs and check them of these is

E E ng 042

Here's the trick While we're counting

inversions we're also going to sat
the list sorting takes OCalogen but
we're going to do it in the recursion
like merge sat

cha ight
7 2 13 19 10 0 1 6

Now we recombine the lists just like
merge sort and when do we detect
a blue red inversion Any time we take from

the red list that entry makes an

inversion with every entry left in

the blue list



É

4 3 3 11

blue red
inversions

4 5 11 20
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much faster than Ocu

I'll send
you Closest Points

On Ocu login

Other famous divide and conquer examples

IntegerMultiplication
Input Two n digit s x and y
Output toy



Simple algorithm 172

4 out
3440

DI Recurrence Tin 3 TLE n

Tca 0 negro 061.59

MatrixMultiplication wikipedia page
Naive algo Oln two axn matrix
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